
... living full of energy

Pipe Installation Systems
Secure and installation friendly
domestic water system and radiator connection
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Potable water is a comestible
… we want to maintain its quality

   Roth pipe installation systems for 
the protection of the consumer

Common materials, connection materials 
and connection processes cannot be 
used in many areas and regions due to 
constant exposure to changing water 
quality of pipe installation systems. 
Various facts such as too high or too low 
pH-values of water, free carbonation, 
chlorides etc. lead to corrosion problems 
in common pipe installation systems and 
as a consequence to additional exposure 
of the water.

Conventional installation systems and 
materials cannot resist the conditions any 
longer. The solution against incrustation, 
deposits and corrosion is offered by 
the Roth pipe installation system. It is 
designed as universal, complete system 
for all installation varieties in modern 
building technology and unites many 
advantages. All system components 
were developed practice related and are 
perfectly coordinated with one another. 
The best materials, quality controlled 
production and the system certifi cation 
according to DVGV characterise the Roth 
pipe installation system.

All system components of the Roth 
pipe installation system fulfi l the 
requirements of the amended pipe 
installation regulation as well as DIN 
50930-6.
The Roth pipe installation system can 
be used without hesitation with all 
water qualities.
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Roth pipe installation systems
... only one system for sanitary and heating applications

   Installation comfort and security 
in a system combination

The Roth pipe installation programme 
consisting of the multilayer system pipe 
Roth Alu-Laserplus® and the Roth plastic 
fi tting with PressCheck® up to dimension 
32 mm, provide secure connections in 
domestic water installations and radiator 
connection. You receive two innovative 
components with the advantage of 
installation comfort and security of the 
Roth pipe installation system.

   Complete assortment from house 
connection to supply

The Roth pipe installation programme 
is completed at connection and 
transmission parts with threads by the 
proven Roth red brass fi ttings. Due to this 
fact, the Roth pipe installation system 
can be used without hesitation for any 
water quality. Roth red brass fi ttings up to 
dimension 32 mm certainly also have the 
Roth PressCheck® function. Overall Roth 
offers components for system solutions 
until dimension 63 mm. The complete 
programme enables any installation from 
house connection to rising mains until 
supply.

The connection of pipe and fi tting is 
made by the Roth radial press connection 
technology. With coordinated system 
components, all connection combinations 
from radiators with single and double 
pipe system from the wall, over the fl oor 
respectively from the skirting board can 
be realised time and cost effi ciently. Roth 
connection technology creates fast and 
secure connections. 
Due to the system test in accordance with 
DVGW-working paper W534 and the 
comprehensive Roth guarantee services 
Roth assures additional safety in the 
system combination.

    Varieties of 
Roth T-pieces

Roth offers unique product depth within 
the fi tting range. Varied dimension 
nuances of T-pieces allow fast and cost-
effi cient installations independent of the 
individual installation situation, without 
having to revert to additional reductions 
or different shaped parts.
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  International approvals
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  Innovative in form and function Roth has successfully introduced the 
high-performance plastic fi tting made of 
PPSU (poly phenyl sulphone) for reliable 
pipe installation in building technology. 
The plastic fi tting has proven itself million 
times, so Roth continues the success 
story. The specialist in plastic processing 
applies its long-time know-how in high-
tech plastics in the new Roth plastic 
fi ttings.

The new plastic fi ttings are not only an 
advancement but also a real innovation in 
form and function. By keeping the proven 
positive characteristics, the new fi ttings 
up to dimension 32 mm are presented 
in a compact construction. The fi ttings 
achieve even more installation comfort 
with the advantage of security due to the 
integrated Roth PressCheck®.

Roth plastic fi tting with PressCheck®

… good connections with security
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Roth plastic fi tting with PressCheck®

... to rely on your connections

   The compact form for even more 
installation comfort

A window in the stainless steel press 
sleeve ensures optimum control of the 
correct pipe position. Due to the new 
rotary mechanism of the press sleeve, 
the fi tter is given the opportunity to do 
an “all-round check”. 
In the event of damage to the stainless 
steel press sleeve, the pre-mounted press 
sleeve provided ex works can be repaired 
on site by a fi tter without any additional 
equipment. The special form of the 
stainless steel press sleeve allows precisely 
defi ned press jaw guidance for the press 
tool and thereby ensures safe pressing. 
The new Roth plastic fi ttings are installed 
in the traditional manner with the proven 
Roth press tool.

The slender and compact structure gives 
the fi tting body the highest level of 
mechanical resistance and also allows 
convenient installation - particularly in 
narrow and angled installation scenarios. 
Slippage of the pipe inserted onto the 
fi tting sleeve is effectively prevented due 
to its special contour. The uniformity of 
pipe and fi tting is therefore guaranteed 
and no longer the responsibility of the 
fi tter during installation. In particular, this 
facilitates pressing in vertical line strings 
and provides considerable advantages 
in terms of installation convenience and 
speed.
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   Roth PressCheck® for additional 
safety

In addition to the proven, clearly visible 
and tangible press pattern for optical 
and tactile check of the correct pressing, 
the fi ttings provide an additional safety 
advantage with Roth PressCheck®. 
Forced leakage in non-pressed state, in 
accordance with DVGW specifi cation 
W534, allows the Roth PressCheck® to 
do the following for safe pipe installation 
– as part of the pressure test, water 
escapes at a defi ned point with a non-
pressed joint; any non pressed fi ttings in 
the overall system can be immediately 
identifi ed and, if a press point was 
accidentally missed under stressful 
conditions during construction site 
operations, costly subsequent damages 
can be safely avoided by performing a 
pressure test.
After pressing Roth plastic fi ttings with 
PressCheck®, the application of two seal 
elements on the fi tting supporting sleeve 
achieves a press connection which is 
proven as both secure and permanent.

   Roth plastic fi tting with PressCheck® at a glance

Compact with the advantage of safety
• compact form for easy installation even in narrow installation scenarios
• no slippage of the pipe inserted onto the fi tting sleeve for comfortable and fast      
   pressing in vertical line strings
• “all-round check” of exact pipe position due to window in the stainless steel press  
   sleeve and rotary mechanism
• easy exchange of stainless steel press sleeve in case of damage
• exact defi ned press jaw guidance
• security with Roth PressCheck®

   - water escapes at a defi ned point with a non-pressed joint
   - optical and tactile check due to clearly visible and tangible press pattern
• permanent, tight connection

Retention of proven characteristics
• corrosion resistance
• no incrustation
• high pressure and temperature resistance
• PPSU shows best results with the characteristics tensile strength, ultimate strain,   
   rigidity, notched impact strength and heat deformation resistance
• hygienically harmless
• suitable for all water qualities without hesitation
• certifi ed according to DVGW-working paper W534
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   Material proven in reality

Roth red brass fi ttings with PressCheck®

… material of a special class

To guarantee optimal drinking water 
quality the choice of suitable materials 
is of special importance. The separation 
of parts of the used materials as well as 
corrosion can signifi cantly infl uence the 
drinking water quality. For the protection 
of the consumer the material must not 
be dangerous for his health. Ideal for 
the usage in drinking water installations 
besides the high-performance plastic 
PPSU is the metal alloy red brass. The 
material is standardised, long-time proven 
in reality and corresponds to accepted 
regulations of technology.

   Suitable for all water qualities 

Red brass is characterised by an 
extraordinary resistance against outside 
infl uences and is among the corrosion 
resistant copper materials. The material 
is suitable for drinking water installations 
even under extreme water conditions. 
Red brass can be used for all water 
qualities and can be combined with all 
known installation materials.
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Roth red brass fi ttings with PressCheck®

… perfect supplementation to PPSU

  Red brass – 
    extraordinary in performance

In accordance with the DVGW guidelines 
– working paper W534 – all threaded 
parts in drinking water installations 
must be made of metal. For this usage 
the decision for red brass is the correct 
choice. It is corrosion an dezincifi cation 
resistant and is in accordance with the 
strictest international standards and 
shows ideal characteristics for the special 
requirements for usage in pipe installation 
systems and radiator connection.

Red brass components correspond to the 
latest health and ecological requirements. 
According to DIN 50930-6 which 
regulates the infl uence of drinking water 
quality by solute metallic materials, the 
Roth red brass coating can be used in all 
water qualities without any limitations. 
The material has superior characteristics 
when being under tensile and pressure 
load. Due to worsening water quality 
the insensibility against stress crack 
corrosion is of special importance. The 
Roth red brass fi ttings are available up 
to dimension 63 mm. They are equipped 
with the innovative PressCheck® up to 
dimension 32 mm.
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   A favour for the environment

Another advantage of red brass is the 
fact that it is extracted of cycle material 
and therefore preserves resources and the 
environment.

   Roth red brass fi tting with PressCheck® at a glance

• until dimension 32 mm with Roth PressCheck®

• the right choice for connections which have to be made of metal according 
   to DVGW regulations
• ideal in the system combination with the Roth plastic fi tting PressCheck®

• long-time practical experience
• in accordance with the accepted regulations of technology
• corrosion and dezincifi cation resistant
• corresponds to strictest international standards
• corresponds to the latest health and ecological requirements
• unrestricted usage for all water qualities
• superior characteristics under tensile and pressure load
• insensibility against stress crack corrosion
• extracted of cycle material which preserves resources and the environment
• certifi ed according to DVGW-working paper W534
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Roth system pipe Alu-Laserplus®

... proven multilayer pipe technology with the added advantage of aluminium

   Ideal veins for your 
drinking water

The proven fi ve-layer multilayer pipe 
of the Roth pipe installation system 
has been further improved by Roth 
engineers. The aluminium pipe casing of 
the Roth system pipe Alu-Laserplus® is 
made of a new alloy with considerably 
greater stability. The added advantage of 
aluminium means increased installation 
convenience and safety. In addition, 
the aluminium pipe casing is laser butt-
welded. A homogenous aluminium layer 
forms to ensure that any breaks at the 
joint are safely prevented and an optimal 
contact surface for the inside plastic pipe 
is created. 

The central feature of the Roth system 
pipe Alu-Laserplus® is a thick-walled 
polyethylene basic pipe which is tested 
based on strict quality assurance 
requirements. It therefore contributes 
considerably to the stability of the entire 
pipe construction. The two high-quality 
polymer layers ensure a secure connection 
between the thick-walled basic pipe, the 
homogenous aluminium layer and the 
outside polyethylene protective layer.

   Special protection for sophisticated 
applications

To minimise heat distribution loss 
and to protect ceiling, fl oor and 
wall constructions against too high 
temperatures Roth system pipes Alu-
Laserplus® can be supplied with PE 
protective pipe or heat insulation.

Depending on the application you can 
use an insulation of 6 mm for dimension 
14 until 25 mm or for 14 until 20 mm 
a 9 mm thick insulation or asymmetric 
100% insulation according to the heat 
protection requirements of EnEV.
The polyethylene pipe insulation is in 
accordance with WLG 040.
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  The Roth system pipe Alu-Laserplus® with fi ve function layers at a glance

With a defi ned function for each layer, the Roth system pipe Alu-Laserplus® offers the 
following characteristics:

•  thick-walled basic pipe ensuring a high level of stability
•  addition of aluminium for increased resistance
•  laser butt-welding for a homogenous aluminium pipe casing
•  permanent bonding of the fi ve layers by using high-quality polymers
•  can be used for domestic hot water systems and radiator connection (reduced storage 

costs and no risk of confusion)
•  corrosion resistant
•  incrustation free
•  oxygen resistant 
•  suitable for every water quality
•  minimal length extension
•  pressure and temperature stability
•  noise reducing
•  stable form in operating state even after bending 
•  no welding, thread cutting, soldering or sticking
•  fl exible and low waste installation
•  permanent constant fl ow rates
•  long service life
•  DVGW (German Technical and Scientifi c Association for Gas and Water) tested
•  recognised by a wide range of other international approval bodies

Area of application: pipe installation / radiator connection

Dimension

14 mm 17 mm 20 mm 25 mm 32 mm 40 mm 50 mm 63 mm

Outer pipe diameter  14 mm 17 mm 20 mm 26 mm 32 mm 41 mm 51 mm 63 mm

Inner pipe diameter 10 mm 13 mm 16 mm 20 mm 26 mm 33,6 mm 41,8 mm 53,6 mm

Water content 0,079 l/m 0,13 l/m 0,21 l/m 0,315 l/m 0,535 l/m 0,886 l/m 1,372 l/m 2,29 l/m

Max. operating tempera-
ture*

95 °C 95 °C 95 °C 95 °C 95 °C 95 °C 95 °C 95 °C

Max. operating pressure 10 bar 10 bar 10 bar 10 bar 10 bar 10 bar 10 bar 10 bar

Medium coeffi cient of 
linear thermal expansion

0,3 x 10-4K-1 0,3 x 10-4K-1 0,3 x 10-4K-1 0,3 x 10-4K-1 0,3 x 10-4K-1 0,3 x 10-4K-1 0,3 x 10-4K-1 0,3 x 10-4K-1

Minimum bending degree 
(without bending spring)

5 x da 5 x da 5 x da 5 x da 5 x da 5 x da 5 x da 5 x da

Delivery length: coil 100 m
200 m

100 m
200 m

50 m
100 m

25 m

Delivery length: 
protective pipe

 50 m 50 m 50 m

Delivery length: rods 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m 5 m

* valid for heating with 6 bar maximum operating pressure

  The special Roth pipe installation quality

laser butt-welded
for homogenous material connection 
aluminium and aluminium/PE
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Roth radial press connection technology
… one system for all applications

   Non-detachably and permanent 
connections

Roth radial press connection technology 
is used to quickly connect both the Roth 
system pipe Alu-Laserplus® and Roth 
fi tting. Due to the simple exchange of 
the press jaws or press loops for the Roth 
battery press tool or the Roth electrical 
press tool, all different dimensions of 
Roth system pipes Alu-Laserplus® can be 
easily pressed with Roth fi ttings.

The Roth connection technology is based 
on a revolving, constant radial pressing. 
It guarantees a secure and positive fi t 
between supporting body and the Roth 
system pipes. This radial press connection 
technology is used for Roth pipe 
installation and Roth fl oor heating and 
cooling systems.

   Form leads to secure 
connections

The form of the press sleeve and 
combination ring of the Roth fi ttings has 
a special guidance help which guarantees 
an ideal and secure positioning of the 
press jaw (slipping impossible) and 
therefore creates a safe press connection. 
The press jaws are simply positioned 
between combination ring and sleeve 
fl anging. Press, fi nished!

   Roth press tool AFP 101 – a new 
measure for press technology

Low weight and small size characterise 
the user-friendly Roth press tool AFP 
101 which creates non-detachable 
press connections. Even narrow press 
positions and installations spaces are 
easily accessible with the handy tool. The 
small press tool has an ergonomic form 
and allows a real single-hand operation 
for press connections up to 32 mm. The 
retain pin security always guarantees 
proper fi t of the press jaw and the strong 
battery lead to long endurance.
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   Roth connection technology at a glance

•  highest operational safety
•  universally suitable connection technology
•  usage in Roth pipe installation and fl oor heating and cooling systems
•  fast, permanent and non-detachable connections with highest operation security
•  optimal safety with rotary and tension loads during temperature changes and pressure 

impulse
•  standardised, secure solution for connection which will no longer be accessible after 

installation, such as in the wall, ceiling and fl oor construction
•  integrated connection parts
•  processing without waste
•  no fi re hazard since connections are created in cold state, without welding, soldering 

or heating
•  easy-to-fi t system components, tailored to each application area
•  handy, installation-friendly Roth tools
•  installation from boiler connection and water gauge through rising mains to  water 

supply
•  only one set of press jaws is required to press Roth system pipes Alu-Laserplus®

•  press technology optimally adapted to Roth system pipes Alu-Laserplus® with radial, 
evenly circulating press profi le

• Roth system guarantee for usage of Roth connection technology



Domestic water installation 
… customised connection varieties and laying system

   The Roth domestic water system 
is suitable for all line connection 
varieties

Within a project various connection 
methods can be used to fulfi l the 
technical and economical requirements.

The Roth system solutions enable T-
installations as well as single connections 
to fl oor manifold or circular pipeline 
installations – see diagrams beside (page 
19). With the Roth domestic water system 
all installations from house connections 
through rising mains until supply points 
can be realised.

Independent of requirements on site, 
if dry construction, front-wall or slot 
installation, Roth domestic water systems 
offers the right system components for 
the connection of the supply point.

18
Schematic diagram. In reality protective pipe 
respectively pipe insulation will be necessary 
depending on application specifi c requirements 
according to DIN 1988 and Energy Conservation Act.
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  T-installation

   Single connection 
to fl oor manifold

   Circular pipeline 
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Radiator connection 
… individual connection varieties and laying systems

   Complete radiator connection 
from heat generator to all 
radiators

Designed as a complete system, the 
Roth radiator connection system with 
universal fi tting programme enables 
individual connection varieties from heat 
generator to all radiators of a building. 
Connections over the fl oor, from the 
wall or from the skirting board, in single 
or dual pipe system or in combination 
of both systems, with connection to a 
manifold or directly to the rising mains 
can easily be realised with optimal inter-
coordinated and widely combinable 
system components. The combination 
with all commercially available radiators 
and heat generators is possible.

   Radiator connection at a glance

•  universally suitable complete system for 
all connection varieties

•  all connection versions from heat 
generator to all radiators

•  easy, time and cost-effi cient installation
•  highest security due to Roth system 

pipe Alu-Laserplus®

•  practice oriented system technology 
with few, perfectly coordinated system 
components

   Variety in the connection (pictures above)

1. Roth radiator connection T-piece 
 for the connection of radiators over the unfi nished fl oor
2. Roth radiator connection set 
 for the connection of radiators over the unfi nished fl oor with radiator connections in-wall
3. Roth connection block 
 for the pressure test after installation of radiator connections from wall   
 constructions before fi nishing plaster, wallpaper or tiles
4. Roth connection unit skirting board 
 for the connection of radiators with fl ow and return from skirting board

1 2 3 4
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   Single pipe system with connection 
to manifold, connection over unfi n-
ished fl oor

   Dual pipe system with separate con-
nection pipeline per radiator. Connec-
tion from the wall (in-wall).

   Dual pipe system as circular pipeline 
with direct connection through Roth 
red brass transition with male thread 
to rising mains. In a dual pipe system 
an individual radiator is connected to 
the rising mains by a radiator cross 
fi tting.
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Professional connections
… installation without risk with Roth system components

   The right mixture in the system

To be able to rely on your connections 
you should not combine components 
from other manufacturers with a Roth 
pipe installation system. All products of 
our systems are approved by DVGW and 
perfectly coordinated. Our product range 
offer an ideal mixture of components to 
fulfi l all applications in pipe installation or 
radiator connection.
Please make sure to solely use Roth 
connection technology since the press 
contour is completely matched with our 
fi tting.

   Security in system combination

Due to the trust in our products we give 
a comprehensive 10 year Roth system 
guarantee with a clear conscious for Roth 
domestic water system (according to our 
guarantee requirements). 

Our guarantee is only valid for 
components of Roth Werke in a system 
and in connection with Roth connection 
technology.
In case of a mixed installation the require-
ments of our system guarantee are not 
fulfi lled. The fi tter itself will bear the risk. 
Therefore you should only rely on the 
advantages of the optimal interaction of 
Roth components in a system.

*when using Roth connection technology

Roth system pipe                           Roth fi tting

Roth system guarantee*

Pipe other manufacturer            Roth fi tting

No system guarantee

No system guarantee

Roth system pipe                Fitting other manufacturer
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Roth software
… planning simplifi ed

  For computer based planning and cal-
culation of Roth pipe installation system 
and radiator connection system.

When designing the software user friend-
liness was in the fore.

Easy operation:
•  Windows interface
•  entry with mouse 
•  planning on screen
•  projects and drawings can be saved
•  module library
•  standardised data acquisition
•  automatic calculation of all drawn fl ow 

directions

Graphic diagram:
•  clear graphic interface
•  two dimensional diagram
•  table creation for parts through 

programme
•  graphical diagram on the basis of 

Auto Cad

Effective planning:
•  fast calculation results
•  fast comparative analysis
•  basis of discussion for owner ( service 

extension for you as planer)
•  amendment of project to the building 



Roth Plastic & Building Technology
... international

  Innovation operformance: 

•  early recognition of market 
requirements for formulating 
new product, system and 
service concepts

•  in-house materials research and 
development with the goal of 
supplying the market with products 
that are both of high quality and 
technically perfect

•  in-house engineering for the 
development of product and 
materials processing

•  systematic development of existing 
product programs in close cooperation 
with our customers

   Product characteristics:

•  complete and easy-to-assemble 
product system

•  manufacturing competence for the
complete product programme within
the corporate group of Roth Industries

•  all products and product systems are
manufactured and tested in accordance
with DIN ISO 9001 and are in com-
pliance with relevant standards and 
licensing tests

  Service:

•  comprehensive, qualifi ed service, 
on site consultation for technical 
and commercial questions  

•  in-plant training courses, planning 
and product seminars conducted on 
a continuous basis 

•  fast availability of all Roth product 
program throughout Europe

•  guarantee services and continued liabili-
ty agreements for all products 
and product systems

Roth Werke, Dautphetal, Germany
Austria, Krems • Belgium, Bertem • Canada, Beloeil, QC • China, Shanghai • Czech Republic, Prag • Denmark, Slangerup • Finland, Parainen • France, Lagny sur Marne
Great Britain, Taunton • Greece, Athen • Hungary, Budapest • Italy, Groppoli • Latvia, Riga • Netherlands, Delft • Norway, Baerum • Northern-Ireland, Carrickmore • Poland, Zielona Góra
Romania, Timisoara • Russia, Moskau • Serbia, Belgrad • Slowenia, Ljublijana • Spain, Tudela • Sweden, Malmö • Switzerland, Kreuzlingen • USA, North Kingstown, RI

Ideas and services with more value for the customerIdeas and services with more value for the customer

ROTH WERKE GMBH
Am Seerain 2 • 35232 Dautphetal
Telefon 0 64 66/9 22-0 • Telefax 0 64 66/9 22-1 00
Hotline 0 64 66/9 22-2 66
E-Mail service@roth-werke.de • www.roth-werke.de M
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